A Novel Algorithm for Hyperspectral Image Denoising in Medical Application.
The one of the preprocessing step for hyperspectral imagery is noise reduction. The images are received by the detector and this can be degraded by several factors like atmospherical things and device noises which emit temperature noise, processing noise and explosion noise. There are several strategies are developed already to cut back the signal to noise magnitude relation of the hyperspectral image. However, the stationary noise of the many denoising ways developed cannot be applied on to the gauge boson noise. Thus, the each gauge boson and thermal noise square measure gift within the captured hyperspectral image (HSI). during this paper, we tend to projected a replacement denoising framework known as tensor-based filtering employing a PARAFAC tensor decomposition methodology for scale back each noise. The proposed technique is performs higher in removing noise as compared with different strategies like Multiple linear regression (MLR) algorithm and combined algorithm called multidimensional wavelet transforms with multiway wiener filter (MWPT-MWF) technique. The performance analysis of the new denoising framework has more efficient for reducing signal dependent (PN) and signal independent noise (TN) as compared with other conventional method. Hence this novel denoising approach would be more beneficial for detection of skin allergy and also this algorithm will be very useful for detection of retinal exudates and diagnosis of diabetes mellitus and retinopathy disease in medical application.